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INTRODUCTION TO GROUNDWATER DEPENDENT ECOSYSTEMS 

Groundwater dependent ecosystem (GDEs) are a vital yet poorly understood component of the 
natural environment. Groundwater sustains different surface and terrestrial ecosystems such as 
wetlands, peatlands, streams and lakes. In many cases groundwater form an important but so 
far quite unknown contribution to these ecosystems. Some systems such as springs are com-
pletely fed by groundwater and would not exist without. This is reflected in fauna and flora too, 
by species adapted to the special conditions. Others systems depend partially on groundwater.  
In general, the role of groundwater can be to provide water, nutrients, cooling, and buoyancy 
but these effects are not always known. 

Most fresh water on earth is in groundwater and this is a main storage in the cycling of freshwa-
ter within the hydrological cycle. Groundwater (GW) provides base flow and water release from 
land to surface water also during droughts. More information should be provided on how eco-
systems depend on groundwater and in which way. The identification of water sources is a key 
component in such an evaluation of whether the system is dependent on groundwater. How-
ever, the source and contribution of GW can not be the sole classification as some systems might 
be indirectly dependent on groundwater. This can occur if GW provide buoyancy, but the sur-
face vegetation shows low nutrient status and relies on precipitation. The overall role of 
groundwater must be better understood for both aquatic and terrestrial systems. This includes 
the role of groundwater in the hydrological cycle and the role of groundwater in specific ecosys-
tems such as rivers, lakes and wetlands. This knowledge is needed to protect and manage the 
several functions that groundwater provide to ecosystems and society.   

The role of GDE is specified in the Water Framework Directive (WFD, 2000/60/EC) and the 
Groundwater directive (GWD). This paper puts together past knowledge and new observations 
on ecosystems and discusses the role of groundwater in them. Especially, the different case 
studies of ecosystems involved in a European project 7th framework project GENESIS will be 
reviewed. The objective is to focus on hydrological and ecological properties of ecosystems 
connected to groundwater and on vulnerability of these systems. The presentatrion outlines the 
conditions needed for protecting these systems and for management of groundwater in a more 
integrated way. Also uncertain issues related to protection of GW ecosystems will be hig-
hlighted.  

HYDROLOGY AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS  

The presentation will review different case study sites in the GENESIS project and also previous 
knowledge held by the GENESIS conortia. The hydrology of different systems will be presented 
along with conceptual models on the role of groundwater. The sites to be presented inlcude 
different type of weltands such as mires and lagoons, small lakes, rivers and springs.   
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